FURTHER INFORMATION ON RABBIT CARE

We regularly add new content, review and update our pet care webpages; however we recognise that we do not currently have detailed information on all aspects of rabbit care. Therefore, in addition to the RSPCA’s rabbit care webpages, you may find the following resources useful.

Please note that this list is provided for additional information only and does not imply any endorsement by the RSPCA of the content of these books, websites and other resources. By clicking on any of the links below you will leave RSPCA Online. The RSPCA cannot accept any liability for the content or availability of the website you will be accessing, and the inclusion of a link to it is not an endorsement of the material it contains.

If you are in any doubt about the best way to care for your rabbit, or have concerns about your rabbit’s welfare, please contact your vet for advice.

Books

Why does my rabbit? – Anne McBride
Rabbits for dummies – Connie Isbell & Audrey Pavia
How to have a relaxed rabbit – Emma Magnus
Rabbits and hares – Anne McBride
Rabbit nutrition – Virginia Richardson
Green foods for rabbits and cavies – F. R. Bell, A. Trigg, & L. Bennet
Rabbit Lopaedia: A complete guide to rabbit care - Meg Brown & Virginia Richardson
Bonding rabbits – Fiona Campbell
Understanding your rabbit’s habits – Tamsin Stone
Clicking with your rabbit: getting started – Joan Orr & Teresa Lewin

Organisations

Rabbit Awareness Week (RAW)

RAW is an annual week of events that aims to raise awareness of the welfare needs of pet rabbits. The RSPCA is one of the official supporting partners of RAW. During Rabbit Awareness Week, participating vets, retailers and rescue centres run events such as free
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health checks and education evenings to advise owners on rabbit care. The Rabbit Awareness Week website contains useful information about how to meet rabbits’ welfare needs: www.rabbitawarenessweek.co.uk.

Rabbit Welfare Association & Fund (RWAF)

The RWAF website contains useful advice, leaflets and information: www.rabbitwelfare.co.uk. The charity produces a quarterly magazine called ‘Rabbiting on’ which contains helpful articles and care advice, and runs a helpline.

OTHER USEFUL LINKS:

- **Rabbits’ welfare needs**: www.rspca.org.uk/rabbits
- **Find a vet**: www.rspca.org.uk/findavet
- **RSPCA rabbit welfare campaign**: www.rspca.org.uk/whatbugsabunny

This pet care sheet has been produced by the RSPCA Companion Animals Department (V3 CAD/RR 07.11.12). This leaflet is provided for general information only and is not intended to be relied upon as specific advice. Whilst we try to ensure that the information is correct, we cannot accept any responsibility for the accuracy of the information, nor for any reliance on or use of the leaflet.